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:f!jJj
Terms of Reference

The following matter was referred to the Finance and Pqblic Administration References
Committee (of the Australian Senate) for inquiry and rewort on 21 March 2002.

Recruitment and training in the Australian Public Service (APS)

>- That the following matter be referred to the Finan~ e and Public Administration References

Committee for inquiry and report by 12 Decemb 2002:

Recruitment and training in the Australian Public ervice (APS).

~ That, in considering these tenns of reference, the ommittee examine and report on the
following issues:

(a) Recruitment

(i) the trends in recruitment to the APS over re ent years;

(ii) the trends, in particular, in relation to the re ruitment to the APS of young people,
both graduates and non graduates;

(iii) the employment opportunities for young pe pIe in the APS;

(iv) the efficiency and effectiveness of the devo ed arrangements for recruitment in the
APS. ,

(b) Training and Development

(i) the trends in expenditure on training and de elopment in the APS over recent years;

(ii) the methods used to identify training needs n the APS;

(iii) the methods used to evaluate training and d velopment provided in the APS;

(iv) the extent of accredited/articulated training ffered in the APS;

(v) the processes used in the APS to evaluate tr ining providers and training courses;

(vi) the adequacy of training and career develop ent opportunities available to APS
employees in regional areas;

(vii)the efficiency and effectiveness of the devo ed arrangements for training in the APS;

(viii) the value for money represented by traini and development dollars spent in the

APS;

(ix) the ways training and development offered APS employees could be improved in
order to enhance the skills of APS employes;

( c) Public Service Commissioner

(i) the role of the Public Service Commissione pursuant to s.41 (I) (i) of the Public
Service Act 1999 in coordinating and supp rting APS-wide training and career
development opportunities in the APS; an
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~

(d) any other issues relevant to the tefl1lS of refqrence but not referred to above which
arise in the course of the inquiry .I

In this submission, the Australian Taxation Office (AT ~ ) responds to items 2a (i) to (iv) , 2b (i)
to (ix), 2c and 2d of the Terms of Reference, concerned with Recruitment, Training and
Development including career development opportuniti s.

Introduction

To assist the inquiry, the A TO seeks to present its relev~t experience in the key aspects under

consideration, including: I

. Devolved arrangements

The A TO is an experienced, active participant in eveloping training and development
processes in response to the historical devolution f training and development from
previously centralised APS processes, as well as i the further devolution of training and
development within its own structures. The A TO as been working to balance the needs of
managers to have the means for business improve ent at their disposal, while minimising
the potential for duplication and in efficient servi delivery.

. Increasing opportunities to participate:

The A TO is experienced at developing and provi ng APS training and career development
opportunities for employees in regional areas. Th A TO has experimented with an number
of options for making learning and development o tions accessible to all employees
regardless of the location, including the use of a obile computing platfoffil to enable on-
line access to materials by officers working in the leld.

. Cost-effective future directions:

The A TO has derived certain conclusions about f e cost-effective directions for APS

training and development arising from the ATO's ontinuous development, application and

review of training and development methodologie .In particular, the ATO's experience has
shown that:

.Managers are critical to the success of the le ing activities of their employees;

.Learning must be relevant to the learner conte t and theleamer must be intimately
involved in managing the learning experience;

.A blend ofleaming delivery methodologies pr vides much greater success than reliance
on one form of delivery only.

Comments on these key aspects are presented in the nex section, which provides detailed
responses to the items 2a (i) to (iv), 2b (i) to (ix), 2c and d of the Terms of Reference.
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Detailed resnonses

The sections here are numbered as for the sections in tljle Terms of reference.

2. (a) (i) the trends in recruitment to the APS over recent years

Over recent years the A TO has had a number ofkey programs, such as Tax Reform, to introduce
and this has necessitated major recruitment programs to obtain the staff required to implement
these programs. The funding for specific programs us\fally reduces after implementation and
staff numbers are allowed to reduce, usually by natural attrition. This results in a distinct
recruitment cycle in the A TO as staff are employed to i11troduce key programs and then numbers
are reduced after implementation.

The seasonal nature of some the functions carried out by the A TO means that there is an active
program of recruiting non-ongoing staff. The peak for employing non-ongoing staff is from June
to October each year, although non-ongoing recruitme~t does occur throughout the year.

2. ( a) (ii) the trends, in particular, in relation to the recruitment to the APS of young
people, both graduates and non graduates

The A TO undertakes the recruitment of graduates via the ATO Graduate Taxation Officers
program. Other recruitment for ongoing staff is undert~en through the Commonwealth Public
Service Gazette and on occasions through advertiseme~s in the press. The trend over the last
few years appears to be that there is a higher proportionl of older entrants to the A TO. Some of
this is due to the downsizing of certain industries, such ~s the banks, which puts older people with
relevant financial and accounting experience onto the market.

Non-ongoing recruitment is usually carried out through panel providers contracted via an open
tender process to provide non-ongoing or temporary stW to the ATO. It also appears that the
trend is for the age of non-ongoing staff is increasing fo the same reasons as for ongoing staff.
Further work is being done to confirm this apparent tre .

2. (a) (iii) the employment opportunities for young people in the APS

Young people have a variety of opportunities for emplo~ent in the A TO. As indicated in 2. ( a)
(ii), the A TO has a Graduate Taxation Officer Program 4nd ongoing recruitment which is
advertised in the Commonwealth Public Service Gazette! and occasionally in the press. There are
also opportunities for young people for non-ongoing em~loyment with A TO.

2. (a) (iv) the efficiency and effectiveness of the devolred arrangements for recruitment in
the APS I

The A TO has a centralised in-house recruitment functioQ. The close link and shared corporate
knowledge between the staff in the business lines within ~he A TO and the recruitment staff has
meant that there is a highly efficient and timely service provided for A TO recruitment. The A TO
believes that this arrangement has a number of advantag~s over a centralised APS recruitment
environment. !
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The trends in expenditure on training ~nd development in the APS over
recent years. I

2. (b) (i)

A TO expenditure on training and development has fluc~ated over time, and in line with specific
learning and development support required for key busihess outcomes. For example, policy
implementation, such as Tax Reform, demands an incre~sed training budget on a sometimes-
massive scale.

The training and development budget does not always rfflect learning and development activity.
Best practice indicates that the involvement ofmanager~ in the learning process will frequently
mean more effective transfer of learning to the workpla~e. This means that there needs to be an
organisational commitment to, and investment in, le~g support in a range of ways in addition
to the budget,ed processes. ;

The A TO has introduced a strategic planning process, uhder which expenditure is allocated based
on perfornlance outcomes. That is, resourcing of trainit1g and development is based on its direct
link to supporting delivery of strategic outcomes. Seco*dly, to ensure that efficiency is achieved,
the A TO's training and development professionals playla more active role in facilitating
collaboration between A TO areas with similar interests}

This strategic approach has already reduced the tendenc~ for duplication. The A TO is now
refining the definitions within its strategic plans to bring about further improvements in relating
training and development effort to business outcomes. ,

2. (b) (ii) the methods used to identify training needs in the APS

The A TO does not generally conduct Training Needs ~alyses as such. The A TO continues to
find its Perfomlance Management System to be the mos~ effective way to identify real training
and development needs and priorities. A collaborative ~rocess between staff and their manager,
using multi-source feedback remains the best way to idt1l1tify individual training needs.

The more conventional Training Needs Analysis approa~hes have been found to result in "wish
lists" of training possibilities, creating an enormous and Fdeliverable training task and raising
unsupportable expectations among participants. ,

However, the A TO did apply a needs-analysis approach ;as part of Taxation Refonn, in order to
assure that where gaps were identified, the training needlwas going to be met. As an interesting
by-product of this analysis, it was found that the trainins estimates made by change managers and
system designers were often over-estimates. A thorougli analysis comparing current tasks with
future task, using the input of people who knew the job well provided more accurate {and
achievable) estimates ofreal training task loads.

A long teffi1 program which will identify sets of capabilities for all job roles in the A TO will
incorporate processes for identifying gaps in capability Which will be addressed by the learning
system, alongside the perfoffi1ance management process ~or identifying potential for

development. I
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~ ,
virtually no take-up of the offer within the!ATO.

the methods used to evaluate training and development provided in the APS2. (b) (iii)

This remains an area with which the A TO,! in compan * ith many public and private sector

organisations, continues to struggle. The A TO has con nuously tried to apply a framework

based on the four levels originally definedlby Donald rkpatrick (1959,1994):

Level ReactionsEvaluation

Level 2 Evaluation Learning

TransferLevel 3 Evaluation

ResultsLevel 4 Evaluation

Level 1 and 2 evaluations are routinely applied. Howeter, at Levels 3 and 4, it remains a
challenge to define appropriate performanbe indicators, collect the data on these indicators and
convince management that it is a worthy i~vestment of ffort and funds.

Some progress is being made at level 4. For example, vailable data is being accumulated on the
impact of the ATO's strategic planning ap roach, inclu ing an annual public survey of client
perceptions of professionalism in the A T .As another example, business managers collaborate
with A TO training and development staff o define in a vance the business problem or
opportunity that training is designed to ad ress, and to ssess results in the same terms after

training.

Protocols for assessment ofprogram effectiveness, ach
r' vement ofleaming outcomes and

application of learning in performance on ~he job are c tical and testing can be used to provide
assurance of learning and development ac~ivities.

2. (b) (iv) the extent of accredited/atticulated training offered in the APS

The A TO has observed that an accredited ~ward raises the productivity of staff. This is most
likely the result of increased self-esteem abd confidenct , as well as wider recognition of
individual achievement within the A TO. I

However, the ATO has a long experience PfCOmpetenct based training that did not meet its

needs for flexibility to meet policy change ; , For instan e, Tax Reform created a need for urgent
and wide-spread inductions and skill upgr des to meet usiness needs, which were not available
under the suite of accredited programs exi ting at that t' e,

Consequently, the A TO now selectively offers accredit~d programs in specific areas of
professional skills. These include: i I

Certificate IV in Government, for gr~duate staff.
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~ .1

.Certificate IV in Assessment and Workplace Tra~ing, for training and development staff

.Certificate IV in Government (Fraud Control Inv~stigation) for fraud investigation staff

In 2001, the A TO commenced a large-scale program ini manager development. This need
emerged under the Tax Reform initiative, which brougl)t an inflow of large numbers of external
managers and a consequent need to induct them to the ~PS and/or the A TO, and to fill a range of
skill gaps. This program was developed from a range of existing resources, tailored to meet the
priority needs of various management groups. As shortJterm needs are met, further refinement is
possible. An option under consideration is using the Cer ificates in Frontline Management as the
basis for ongoing training for all A TO managers.

the processes used in the APS to evaluJlte training providers and training
courses

2. (b) (v)

The A TO uses the competency standards for Assessment and Workplace Training as a general
guide for the skills of internal training providers along 'f'Iith the Australian Quality Training
Framework. An internal quality assurance framework i~ being developed to ensure consistency of
internally delivered training. I

The A TO uses panel contracts extensively to engage external providers. The main contracts in
use are:

HR Measurement

Human Resource Development and Training2.

3 Tax Technical Skilling

Executive Coaching4

Key criteria in the evaluation of panel providers includ~ the ability to assist the A TO in meeting
business outcomes, use ofup-to-date practices and theor in design ofproducts, and willingness
to build the internal capability of the A TO. I

the adequacy of training and career d~velopment opportunities available to
APS employees in regional areas I

2. (b) (vi)

The A TO has five medium to large offices (200-600 staff) located in regional cities and staff in
these locations have access to all the development opportunities available to staff in city sites.
The size of the offices also provides for a variety of car~er options for staff in these sites.

The ATO has recently (June 2000) opened a number of!:1maller regional offices (10-30 staff) in
large country towns and regional centres. Staff in these cpffices are almost entirely involved in
field compliance activities. The ATO is experimenting tith a number of ways to deliver training
and development to these people. As well as the optionsl of sending a trainer out to their location
or bringing them to a major site for training and development, these staffhave access to self-
paced and on-line learning products through the A TO's <;t:omputer network and also available on
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field officer's mobile computing platforms. The A TO h s also used video conferencing
technology and video broadcast technology to reach thi audience.

The A TO has abandoned any foml of the traditional "s opping list" of available training
programs, either from internal or external sources. Ho ever, as indicated in 2. (b) (iv), the ATO
has a range of career-related staff development opportu ities; this extends to opportunities for
staff to pursue career needs not required by their curren position. The A TO facilitates the
meeting of continuing professional education requirem nts, as with, for example, staff who seek
to maintain CP A registration. In addition, the A TO su orts approved study leave for a wide
range of staff who meet their own HECS obligations.

Apart from comments made under 2. (b) (iv), the A TO s developing an innovative approach to
ensuring that both the organisation and its staff benefit om adequate career development
opportunities. Its Professional Stream Development pr ~ect is identifying streams of capabilities
to support career development, individuals taking respo sibility for their own learning, and
organisational assurance for future capability.

2. (b) (vii) the efficiency and effectiveness of the 4evolved arrangements for training in
the APS I

Anecdotal evidence supports the observations of A TO taining and development professionals
that training that is work-related is more likely to be applied, at work, after training. In a
previous era of public, centralised programs in which p~rticipants elected to participate or to
which they were sent by sponsoring departments, the application of learning on return to work
was problematic. The A TO recognises that training an4 development which is designed and
delivered at, or close to, the workplace, and into which ~as been factored the transfer back to
work, can be expected to be applied and therefore to beimore cost-effective.

The A TO has developed internal devolution, in which its training and development professionals
are well placed to facilitate collaboration between A TOI areas.

Similarly, the ATO believes that, at the level of the AP , devolution to departments and agencies
remains the most supportable strategy. However, this i dependent upon these departments and
agencies collaborating to ensure efficiency in the de si and development of programs and
processes of mutual interest, or which overlap departm nts. The A TO believes that the Public
Service Merit Protection Commission (PSMPC) has a s ong role to play in facilitating such
collaboration.

2. (b) (viii) the value for money represented by tr~ining and development dollars spent in
the APS I

The A TO is very concerned about achieving value for oney and return on investment from
training and development expenditure. The A TO has us d a systemic approach to ensuring that
this achieved. At a corporate level, training and develo ent expenditure is clearly linked to the
achievement of essential business outcomes through th A TO's People and Place plan. At the
level of individual employees and managers, a the man er will only approve learning plans where
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they agree that the skills and knowledge to be acquired 4lre important to meeting current and

future workloads.

In the delivery of training and development services, futther controls are being implemented. In

particular: I

The development ofbest practice policies af1d guidelines to ensure training and
development is provided within industry be~chmark standards;

development of an HRMIS for tracking capt ilities to support analysis of Return on
Training Investment in the future.

Recently, the A TO participated in a meeting with 12 A ian and Pacific countries to share
knowledge on tax administration training. The meetin addressed issues ofhow member
countries can work together as tax organisations to effe tively develop and skill our people
through activities such as joint training forums, cross c untry attendance at specialist training
courses and provision of experts for specific training p oses. Participating in opportunities
such as these will increase the value for money from o training dollars.

2. (b) (ix) the ways training and development of~red to APS employees could be
improved in order to enhance the skill~ of APS employees

The A TO has always been at the forefront in applying t aining and development methodologies.
For example, Competency-Based Tr(l.ining, Self-Direct d Learning, Work..based Learning and
more recently, e-Leaming, have all been introduced, te ted and evaluated since the early 1990's.
We are developing a comprehensive understanding of hat is practical and effective in delivering
learning outcomes to support the business.

The A TO is now implementing improvements to its lei ing and development system based on
ensuring people have the capabilities they need to do th ir work now and in the future, drawing
on a framework of capabilities for all jobs. F eatures of ese improvements include:

Induction and lifecycle leaming linked to th~ capabilities required;

Perfonnance management processes strengt~ened to playa key role identifying and
managing the learning and development req*irements;

Improving the corporate role in supporting t~e organisation with policy and best
practice guidelines for local application ofl~arning and development strategies.

As a result of continuously testing methodologies in th workplace, the A TO now has an
approach that has begun to deliver expected outcomes, ot only for the individual participants in
training and development, but also for the organisation d its strategic directions. In particular,
blended learning solutions tailored to the individual cir stance of the learner's are having a

significant impact.
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